
Scientific Achievement 
This work demonstrates the applicability of imine-based 
POCs as molecular supports for SO2-sorbing polymers. 
Primary amines in poly(ethylenimine) (PEI) can undergo 
metathesis with the imine bonds present in POCs, resulting 
in non-porous products. This problem can be overcome by 
transforming the primary amines in PEI to tertiary amines 
via methylation.
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Molecular blends of methylated-poly(ethylenimine) and amorphous 
porous organic cages (POCs) for SO2 adsorption

Research Details
– POCs are emerging porous materials with intriguing properties in self-assembly, host–guest interaction, and solution processability.
– Only impregnated amines were considered because although they are less thermally stable than grafted amines, they are easy to 

prepare and have high amine loading
– The microscopic structure of the composites was studied using molecular dynamics simulations.

Significance and Impact
Methylated PEI (mPEI) forms homogeneous composites with amorphous scrambled porous 
organic cages (ASPOCs) without undesired reactions or phase separation. These composite 
materials were evaluated as adsorbents for low concentration SO2 (200 ppm) adsorption and 
show good thermal and cyclic performance.
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Presentation Notes
Porous molecules such as porous organic cages (POCs) are emerging porous materials that have unique properties compared to traditional porous framework materials. Due to their well-defined pores, tunability, solubility and processability, POCs have been explored in various applications related to molecular separations and gas storage.  In addition, POCs can be potentially used as a porous substrate for a wide range of functional materials including catalysts, adsorbents and drug delivery carriers. For example, it has been demonstrated that POCs can be used to immobilize rhodium nanoparticles, resulting in a “soluble” heterogeneous catalyst. The emission of acid gases such as CO2, SOx, and NOx during fuel combustion poses environmental threats as well as health hazards.  Current industrial CO2 removal and SO2 scrubbing technologies suffer from high energy and material consumption, and can only be effectively applied to large stationary point sources.  Compared to absorption, adsorption using fixed-bed technologies has the benefit of low energy requirements, less safety concerns, and low material consumption. Solid-supported amine materials have been recently proposed for various acid gas separations and studied extensively.  Most of the solid supports investigated are inorganic porous materials such as mesoporous oxides and carbon-based materials. Based on the earlier investigation by Jiang et al., in this work, we have explored the use of ASPOC materials as supports for acid gas adsorbing moieties, in particular, branched PEI. Branched PEI is commonly used in supported amine adsorbent studies because impregnation is straightforward, and in contrast to the long, straight chains of linear PEI, which mainly contains secondary amines, branched PEI possesses superior oxidation resistance and CO2 capture performance due the presence of primary and tertiary amines, as well. In this work, we explored the applicability of imine-based POCs as a potential support for SO2-sorbing polymers. The imine based POCs were found to react with primary and secondary amines in branched poly(ethylenimine). We then prepared a series of composites with a fully tertiary poly(amine) sample utilizing mPEI as the sorbing phase and ASPOCs as the support/substrate. It was observed that the mPEI molecules can form a solid solution with the ASPOC molecules. The hypothesized structure was supported by molecular dynamics simulations. The thermostability and SO2 capacity of the composite materials were studied as a function of the mPEI loading. The composite materials were found to have improved uptake kinetics and comparable amine efficiencies with the pure mPEI. A representative sample was tested in a simulated temperature swing adsorption–desorption cycle and showed stable cyclic performance at low SO2 concentration. Compared to oxide and carbon substrates, POCs can suffer from higher cost and instability. We have shown that more cost-effective feed stocks can be used to reduce the cost of POCs and at the same time, increase their acid gas stability. In this work, we only considered impregnated amines. Compared to grafted amines, impregnated amines are less thermally stable but have the advantages of easy preparation and high amine loading. By introducing surface functional groups, grafted amines can also conceptually be applied to POC materials. When choosing POCs as porous substrates, the following points have to be taken into consideration. (1) Compatibility between the POC molecules and the active adsorbent molecule. (2) Stability of POC molecules under the desired operating conditions. For example, in drug delivery applications, the reversibility (instability) of the cage-forming bonds is required. On the other hand, in many catalysis or separation applications, the POCs are expected to be stable. (3) There should be a potential benefit of creating composite materials compared to bare components. These composite materials are evaluated as adsorbents for low concentration SO2 (200 ppm) adsorption and show good thermal and cyclic stability.
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